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State courts hold incredible sway over the lives of Connecticut residents,

deciding cases on topics ranging from child custody to land use, murder trials

to car accidents. Despite this immense power, little attention has been paid

to the professional backgrounds of the judges hearing these cases — even

though research shows those backgrounds have significant impacts on case

outcomes for those appearing before them. 

At the federal level, the Biden administration has taken notice that judges’

career backgrounds matter, taking deliberate steps to diversify the

professional backgrounds of federal judges by nominating more judges with

experience in legal aid, public defense, and civil rights law. (1) However, no

such push for professional diversity has been made in the Connecticut state

courts; although the demographic diversity of the state bench has increased

in recent years, little attention has been paid to the legal experience of the

judges elevated to decide on state law and the fates of our residents. (2,3)

Despite the legal profession’s claims of objectivity under the law, as detailed

below, it cannot be denied that judges' prior experiences influence their

decisions. This report expands on efforts at the federal level to understand

the legal backgrounds of the judges deciding on the rights and privileges of

our residents by analyzing the professional diversity of the state bench in

Connecticut. 

Along the lines of similar studies focused on the federal level, analysis of the

legal backgrounds of state judges reveals a severely disproportionate

representation of corporate attorneys and criminal prosecutors, particularly

relative to legal aid attorneys and public defenders. By understanding this

overrepresentation of certain career paths on the state bench, the

Connecticut executive and legislative branches can better understand the

impact future judicial nominations are likely to have on their residents’

practical outcomes in court, and on the development of substantive law

under state statute and the Connecticut constitution.

Summary



Why Professional
Diversity Matters

Before being elevated to the bench,

judges can have a wealth of

different professional experiences.

Although the mythology of the law

presents judges as objective arbiters

of truth, both anecdotal

observations from judges

themselves and empirical studies

reveal the unavoidable fact that

judges’ prior experiences, both

personal and professional, influence

their decisions on the bench.

Reflecting on the legacy of their

colleague Justice Thurgood

Marshall, several U.S. Supreme Court

justices noted the unique

perspective he brought to the

bench. Many of these justices, such

as Justice Lewis Powell credited

that perspective to Justice

Marshall’s position as the first Black 

justice, stating that “a member of a

previously excluded group can bring

insights to the Court that the rest of its

members lack.” (4)

Others, however, noted that Justice

Marshall brought a unique professional

experience to the Court. Justice Byron

White noted that both Marshall’s

experience as a Black man in the

United States and his career as a civil

rights attorney gave him experience

“none of us could claim to match,”

adding that those experiences also

influenced White and his colleagues in

their decision making. (5) Justice

William Brennan stated that, from

both a personal and professional

perspective, Marshall “spoke from first-

hand knowledge of the law’s failure to

fulfill its promised protections for so

many Americans." (6)



Perhaps most illuminating, Justice Powell remarked that Justice Marshall “would

tell us things that we knew but would rather forget; and he told us much that we

did not know due to the limitations of our own experience.” 

Powell’s acknowledgement of the implicit biases and ignorance of certain issues

that judges hold is an important reminder of the value of diversity on the bench. As

the only public defender to ever sit on the Connecticut Supreme Court, Joette

Katz, noted in a recent article, “Chief Justice Roberts [famously described] the role

of a judge as calling ‘balls and strikes.’ Less remembered is Sen. Hern Kohl’s

response that no two umpires have the same strike zone.” (7) Only a bench

reflective of the full spectrum of both demographic identities and professional

legal experiences has the potential to move us to a judiciary where judges could

fill in each other’s blind spots, or average out to a fair “strike zone.”

This idea is not merely speculative. Empirical studies have borne out the impact of

professional diversity that these judges naturally intuited. A recent study of federal

criminal sentencing from 2010 to 2019 showed that judges without any criminal

defense experience handed down significantly harsher sentences than those with

public defense experience. (8) Another study analyzing employment cases found

that judges with prior experience as criminal prosecutors or representing

corporations were significantly more likely to find in favor of corporate defendants

in employment cases than judges with experience representing individuals. (9)

With the great number of specialties that exist in the law, extrapolating these

results across case types would indicate that an overreliance on certain types of

attorneys as judicial candidates would yield significantly skewed results for

individuals in the legal system.

However, that overreliance on judges with a small range of professional

backgrounds is exactly what researchers have found at the federal level. Studies of

professional diversity on the federal bench have consistently found a significant

overrepresentation of prosecutors and corporate attorneys. (10) Additionally, judges

with backgrounds in legal aid, public defense, and civil rights are particularly

underrepresented. (8) This skewed professional representation on the federal

bench may be expected to cause more negative outcomes for criminal defendants

and civil plaintiffs. To counter this effect, increasing the professional diversity of the

bench has been a specific aim of the Biden administration. (1)



Methods

Despite the growing attention to this issue at the federal level, professional

diversity of state benches remains understudied. Significant efforts have been

made to analyze racial and gender representation in state courts. (3, 11)

Highlighting the lack of demographic diversity at the state level has led states,

including Connecticut, to prioritize more demographically diverse pools of

judicial nominees and improve the representativeness of their courts. (2, 12)

However, Connecticut has made no such explicit effort to increase the

professional diversity of the bench, and there has been a significant lack of

attention to the number of judges with pro-people backgrounds such as legal

aid, public defense, and civil rights.

This report seeks to highlight the lack of professional diversity on the

Connecticut bench. It will further make recommendations on how attorneys

with underrepresented professional experiences can be identified and elevated

to correct this issue.

Names of all judges in the Connecticut Supreme Court, Appellate Court, and

Superior Courts as of January 2022 were collected from the Connecticut Judicial

Branch website (www.jud.ct.gov). For Supreme and Appellate Court judges, their

biographies published on the aforementioned website were used to categorize

their professional experience. Because biographies are not published for

Superior Court judges, their professional backgrounds were collected from

reliable sources such as Governor’s Office press releases and media reports.

Judges’ prior jobs were grouped into the following categories: corporate,

criminal prosecution, general practice, government (Attorney General’s Office),

government (other), public defense, public interest, family law, and plaintiff civil

rights litigation. Certain government positions, such as experience as

corporation counsel for municipalities were counted as corporate experience.

For judges with experience across multiple categories, the judges were included

in counts for each of the categories into which their experiences fit. Judges

without reliable career information available on the internet remained

uncategorized and were excluded from the count.

http://www.jud.ct.gov/


Results

Figure 1: Legal experience of all Connecticut judges.

The backgrounds of 136 judges were collected and categorized, with 7 remaining

excluded because their prior positions could not be identified.

Aggregating the professional experience of judges across all Connecticut courts,

similar trends to federal courts were found. Over half of Connecticut judges have

experience either as corporate attorneys or criminal prosecutors (38.5 % and 21.0

%, respectively). By contrast, only 6.3 % have public defense experience and 4.9

% have legal aid experience. Even combining all fields where practitioners

represent individuals, such as legal aid, public defense, family law, and plaintiff

litigation, judges with these pro-people backgrounds represented less than one

fifth of all judges.



Results

Figure 2: Legal experience of Connecticut Supreme Court justices and Appellate Court judges..

In the appellate courts, the disparities were even more stark. 50.0% of judges

had corporate experience and 25.0% had been criminal prosecutors. In contrast,

one justice of the Supreme Court (6.3% of appellate judges) had legal aid

experience, and there was not a single public defender. One other justice had a

mixed practice that included representation of individual plaintiffs in civil

litigation.

The Connecticut appellate bench is overwhelmingly made up of judges with

experience representing larger interests, such as corporations and governments,

rather than individuals. Although the 25% of the appellate bench with

experience in the Attorney General’s office has sometimes represented

individuals when enforcing employment laws and other individual protections,

more often they have defended the state government against claims by

individuals or other entities.



Recommendations

To ensure that the Connecticut bench is

representative of the broad spectrum of legal

experiences and thus able to better serve the people

in need of justice in the courtroom, the state must

make a deliberate effort to identify and nominate

qualified judges from public interest backgrounds

and to improve the pipeline of attorneys entering

these fields. We suggest the following state-specific

changes to ensure a robust pipeline of potential

judges with public interest backgrounds and to

elevate more attorneys with a diversity of professional

experiences to the bench: 1) counter public interest

drift in law school, 2) lower student debt burden, 3)

increase state judicial clerkship and judicial

internship pay, and 4) commit to increasing the

professional diversity of the state bench.

Countering Public Interest Drift
Empirical data have shown that a significant

proportion of students enter law school intending to

enter public interest legal professions, but by their

second years have shifted their goals toward entering

large law firms. (13, 14) Increased effort should be

made by law schools in the state to ensure there are

adequate opportunities and funding for students

interested in public interest work. Additionally, law

schools should highlight public interest pathways to

the judiciary in partnership with judges from public

interest backgrounds so that the current pro-

corporate and prosecutorial bias of the state bench

does not discourage students who aspire to become

judges from entering public interest careers in the

first place.

Case Highlight
Larmel v. Metro North

To highlight the potential

impact of the professional

backgrounds of the state's

judges, consider Larmel v.

Metro North. In this case, a

plaintiff was injured on a

Metro North commuter train,

and her suit was sent to

arbitration. When trying to

bring suit under a separate

statute, by a 4-2 vote, the

Connecticut Supreme Court,

with only two justices with

experience representing

individuals in tort claims,

decided that an arbitration

decision was equivalent to a

trial on the merits, despite

the fact that individuals are

at a significant disadvantage

in arbitration proceedings

against corporations (Center

for Popular Democracy,

“Justice for Sale: How

Corporations Use Forced

Arbitration to Exploit Working

Families,” April 2017).



Case Highlight
State v. Griffin

In this case, police officers told

the defendant that they would

arrest his family members,

falsely told him that he was

facing the death penalty, and

falsely indicated that he would

face a lesser charge if he gave a

confession, eventually coercing

a confession from the

defendant. By a 5-1 vote, the

Connecticut Supreme Court,

with two former prosecutors but

no justices with criminal

defense backgrounds, found

that the confession was given

voluntarily.

 
$135,000 in 2017. (16, 17) For many graduates with high amounts of student loan

debt, the high salaries of private law firms may be hard to resist, regardless of how

much they may have wished to go into public interest law.

Connecticut could help address this issue by lowering tuition at the University of

Connecticut School of Law and providing additional scholarship opportunities for

students willing to commit to public interest work. The vast majority of UConn Law

graduates remain in state, so lowering tuition would have an outsized impact on

the debt burden of law school graduates here. (18) For graduates of all law schools,

Connecticut should consider funding a bonus program or other loan repayment

option for law school graduates who pursue public interest careers within the state.

Increasing State Judicial Clerkship Pay
Judicial clerkships are often seen as the keys to elite positions within the legal

profession, whether private, public, or academic. (19, 20) However, clerkship salaries

in Connecticut are on par with public interest positions in Connecticut and thus are

significantly lower than those in the private sector. (21) Temporary assistant clerks in

Connecticut earn little more than minimum wage. (22) These positions are often

seen as the first step on the path to becoming a judge. Increasing the pay for these

positions would allow a broader range of students to enter the field and gain this

qualification for the bench.

Lowering Student Debt Burden
The average law school graduate owed

over $160,000 in debt. (15) Within this

average, there are significant

demographic disparities, with Black

law school graduates on average

carrying 97% higher debt loads than

white law students. and women taking

longer to pay off their debt due to

lower average salaries. (13) The

incredible debt burden that law school

graduates carry leaves public interest

work out of reach for too many. Legal

aid attorneys and public defenders

often earn less than their area’s median

income, while nationwide, first-year

associates at private law firms could

expect starting salaries of around 



Conclusion

Commit to Increased Nominations of Attorneys with Public Interest
Experience
As this report shows, public interest attorneys are severely underrepresented

on the state bench. In addition to addressing pipeline issues as detailed above,

it is important that the the Judicial Selection Commission, the Governor’s

office, and the General Assembly all commit to addressing these disparities.

The Commission and Governor should prioritize identifying candidates with

underrepresented professional backgrounds, and when considering candidates

before them, the Judiciary Committee should consider their professional

backgrounds and what the overall slate of nominees represents professionally.

Nominating officials to the Judicial Selection Commission should also consider

the backgrounds of their nominees and whether they are committed to

professional diversity on the state bench. 

Finally, with Justice Christine Keller, the only appellate-level judge in

Connecticut with public interest experience, about to take senior status, the

Commission, Governor, and General Assembly should commit to replacing her

with another justice with legal aid, public defense, or civil rights experience to

ensure that we do not lose our sole voice of public interest law on the bench.

Despite the impact judges' professional backgrounds have on their decisions

on the bench, little attention has been paid to the professional diversity of

Connecticut’s bench. This report shows that judges with corporate and

prosecutorial backgrounds, who have been shown on average to generate

more negative outcomes for individuals against corporate or state interests,

make up a significant majority of the state’s judges, particularly at the

appellate level. 

By committing to appoint more judges with public interest backgrounds and

providing increased opportunities for public interest minded law students to

pursue clerkships and other opportunities that could someday support their

own nominations, this disparity could be addressed to the benefit of our

residents. Connecticut has made significant improvements in balancing the

demographic composition of the judiciary, but for a truly representative bench

that will protect the interests of all who appear before them, the state must

commit to ensuring professional diversity as well.
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